U.S. EMBASSY
SAUDI ARABIA
CITY OF RIYADH
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Rhino 5.0 / Grasshopper / Flamingo Rendering / Adobe Photoshop / Adobe Illustrator
Consisting mostly of desert, Saudi Arabia’s climate posed many factors to be accounted for during the design process. To combat the intense climate, an organically shaped canopy is used to control heat gain within. Along with designing solutions for the climate, security must be under consideration. In collaboration with
the United States Department of State, certain embassy guidelines had to be followed. The overall compound follows regulations such as setbacks, parking restrictions, entry points, circulation, etc. The embassy itself had to be 30.5 meters away from a 10ft. high perimeter wall that encases the entire compound. The challenge of this project was to create an aesthetically pleasing building that met all the regulations provided, controlled the extreme temperatures, and be a safe and
secure place for high-profile government officials and ambassadors in Saudi Arabia.
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Basement Level

First Floor Plan

1 VISITOR PARKING
2 MAIN ENTRANCE ACCESS PAVILION
3 OFFICIAL PARKING
4 MAIN ENTRY DROP-OFF AREA
5 SUNKEN SCULPTURE GARDEN
6 CHANCERY
7 MARINE HOUSING
8 AMBASSADOR’S RESIDENCE
9 BATHHOUSE
10 CONSULAR ACCESS PAVILION
11 STAFF PARKING
12 WAREHOUSE
13 SERVICE ACCESS PAVILION
14 MAINTENANCE SHOPS
15 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
16 UTILITY SUPPORT

Second Floor Plan

Third Floor Plan
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The overall form of the building consists of two systems, an exterior organic canopy, and the occupiable interior space. The building sitting underneath
the canopy has its own structural system consisting of steel-reinforced concrete columns, beams and trusses. The geometric, rectangularity of this space
juxtaposes the canopy. The canopy is made up of a steel space-frame and glass fiber reinforced concrete panels. The goal of the canopy is to frame the
entry points while reducing interior heat gain and providing shade within the courtyard space. The canopy is a monumental, organic form that grows
out from the ground. Being the driving force of the design, the canopy solves issues of security and climate.

North Elevation

South Elevation

North-Facing Section
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South-Facing Section
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the

CURRENT

norman/moore visitor center
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Rhino 5.0 / Grasshopper / Adobe Photoshop / Adobe Illustrator / Sefaira
This building, situated on the border of Norman and Moore serves the community as an art gallery for local artists to display their work. Responding to the functionality, the building itself has sculptural characteristics through contrasting design elements. The exterior wall footprint is a perfect square, with organic metal
sun-shading devices covering each of the four facades.
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Sitting on the boundary of Norman and Moore, this site is a
perfect spot to begin the expansion of artistic culture into Norman. As Norman becomes more
populated with the growing size of
the University of Oklahoma campus, the need for more galleries
is apparent. Showcasing young,
developing artists around town is
an excellent way to publicize Norman on a broader scale. Giving
aspiring artists the opportunity to
rent gallery space and freedom to
create within a space is a learning
experience needed in this area.
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art galleries in
Oklahoma City

7

art galleries in
Norman, OK

Kawneer 1600UT System™
Curtain Wall
Ultra thermal performance
Floor One
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Floor Two
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East Elevation

North Elevation
8”x 8” steel
column
outdoor
area

Supply/Return
ducts
Insulated
glazing unit
Lightweight
concrete
canopy
Summer Natural Daylighting

Insulated concrete
tornado shelter

metal
sunshades
South Elevation

Annual Natural Daylighting

West Elevation
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bus terminal
norman
24

Rhino 5.0 / Adobe Photoshop / Adobe Illustrator
Partner: Noah Medley
Located on the outskirts of the University of Oklahoma campus, this bus terminal seeks to attract students and residents to take part in public transportation. Not
only does this bus terminal provide routes all over Norman, but adequate access to the nearby train is simplified.
Views out to the bus circle are dramatized through large glass windows facing the southwest.
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North Elevation

28

South Elevation
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Rhino 5.0 / Adobe Photoshop / Adobe Illustrator / SketchUp
Partners: Erika Omae, Jacob Stinson, Firas Chamas
The 2016 Central States Region Student Design Competition was held in Manhattan, Kansas. The purpose of this 12-hour long design charrette was to propose
a new regional design and pedestrian link to reconnect the public realm in Manhattan with the riverfront. The Grass Stitch provides a framework of three distinct
components that reconnect the city to the riverfront.
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Rhino 5.0 / Grasshopper / Flamingo Rendering / Adobe Photoshop
The Financial District, one of the many heavily populated neighborhoods of New York City, has been increasingly growing over the past
few years. The abundance of offices and major financial institutions make this area very business-driven. Recently, the financial district has
had an increase in demand for housing. Moving into this high-stress, busy environment calls for the need for a place to relax and unwind
before or after a long day of work. The Rho, a yoga studio sitting on a busy corner in New York City is a combination of convenience and a
relaxing environment. A few steps away from one of the major subway stations in downtown NYC, the site is extremely accessible to people who aren’t within walking distance. A circle, representing totality, wholeness, and eternity, common themes within the practice of yoga,
became the motif behind the project. The yoga study is heavily influenced through the design of the courtyard partitions. These partitions
consist of a series of circles varying is size, allowing light to seep through. These lights are intended to follow the pace of the yoga classes.
When classes intensify, the lights will respond by displaying shades of red, which evoke more exciting emotions. Depending on the goal of
the class, the lighting will vary.
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Physical Modeling / Research Development

Provoke emotion through color
4

GREEN: balance, harmony, refreshment, restoration
VIOLET: spiritual, luxury, truth, quality, meditation

3

5

ORANGE: physical comfort, warmth, passion
RED: warmth, energy, excitement, strength
BLUE: serenity, logic, coolness, reflection, calmness

1

PINK: tranquility, nurture, warmth, love

2

Perforated metal panels

RELAX

38

VIEW

floor plan

lounge

1 entry
2 storage area
3 yoga space
4 lounge area
5 courtyard space

studio

entry

courtyard

The metal panels are designed to allow light to filter
through the proposed areas that are shaped as circles.
The transparency of the circles allow the light to shine
through, creating a glow that is visible from down the
street. Coordinating classes with the colors of the panels
is what sets this yoga studio apart from the others.

storage

CONNECT
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Rhino 5.0 / Grasshopper / Laser Cutter / Physical Modeling
As a continuation of the Rho yoga studio, the same conceptual
ideas were applied to a light fixture. Using the same techniques
developed in Grasshopper, the interior pieces follow the form
of the perforated panels. The addition of mirrors on the interior
allow for light to bounce around and create a more dynamic,
decorative light fixture.
Outer shell- consists of four rectangular
pieces, one solid side facing outwards,
and one mirrored side facing inwards.
LED Light Bulb

LIGHTING DESIGN
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Inner shell- consists of four, rectangular, perforated pieces, allowing light to
diffuse through.

The Joint

To combat the weight of the
exterior shell being made up
of mirrors, an interlocking
joint was used as a method
of construction. The points of
intersection created transparency, allowing light from within
to glow outwards. With the
colored light filters attaching
to the bottom, the warm glow
from the joints remained a
consistent color, as the light
filters can change depending
on the type of exercise class.
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PAVE 2017 Student Design Competition
44

Rhino 5.0 / Flamingo Rendering / Adobe Photoshop
The PAVE 2017 student design competition is a competition to reinvent a chick-fil-a restaurant on a college campus. Through transparency, circulation, and adaptability, this design showcases a new and improved Chick-fil-a experience. To continue promoting freshness and quality of Chick-Fil-a foods, views into the kitchen
space are provided to the public eye. Being on a college campus, the need for adaptability is apparent. For future additions and changes, the open floor plan
allows for efficient re-arrangement and construction if needed. On most college campuses, there is specific times that on campus dining gets extremely busy. One
of the major concerns of this design is for students to know where to go, to feel comfortable, and to circulate through the space in a smooth fashion. Circulation
through the space is developed around the main counters in the center. The pick-up area is accessible from both the entry side and the indoor seating side, allowing for more paths of circulation. The main entry is directly on axis with both ordering stations, along with the linear lighting guiding circulation towards the center.
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Form Generation Diagram

interior lighting
natural daylighting
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Developed
Rhino 5.0 / Grasshopper / RhinoCam /
CNC Mill / Physical Modeling
Partners: Emily Homan / Westin Dinnes
This project explores how simple, stacking
polyhedrons can be fabricated. The three interlocking pieces were developed originally
as planes in Rhino 5.0; as mass was added,
miter joints were designed. The objects, with
their miters, were laid flat and cut out of plywood with the CNC router and assembled
simply with glue. The holes cut within the
faces of the polyhedron directly correlate to
each of the corners of that face.
We then used these forms as the formwork
for an additional object. The intention of this
piece was to use an inextensible material to
create an object with compound curvature.
The form is created using triangular shapes
laser cut from sheets of acrylic and zip tied
together on the inside face.
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Indexed Surfaces
Rhino 5.0 / RhinoCam / CNC Mill

This goal of this project was to create a 3D
object with the CNC router by milling on
both sides of stock.
This twisting ellipse object explores the
restrictions of the CNC router through the
form’s thinness. The object evolved through
trial and error as it took many iterations to
figure out the force of CNC router’s drillbit in comparison to the form. The textures
are created depending on the speed of the
machine as it goes through its finishing
toolpaths.
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Serialized
Rhino 5.0 / RhinoCam / CNC Mill
This project is a combination of creating
a mold and casting material within. The
choice of material is a foam mold with a
concrete casting. The foam mold was developed in Rhino 5.0, exported into RhinoCam to explore mill techniques and textures
and then brought to the CNC router.
This project was an experimentation with
concrete additives, mold releasing techniques, and form. The final series is an
outcome of multiple iterations.
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Flow

Rhino 5.0 / Grasshopper / RhinoCam /
CNC Mill / Physical Modeling
Partners: Noah Medley, Jessica Black
This bench is an exploration of different
grasshopper techniques. The development
of the bench relied on experimentation with
how many pieces of plywood need to be
stacked together to create a comfortable
sitting area. The parametric bench can follow along any curved line input into grasshopper. The goal of the bench was to adapt
to any type of surrounding context. The
full-scale mockup was produced through a
joinery technique where the pieces would
just slide into one another, creating stability.
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Lighting
Rhino 5.0 / Grasshopper / Laser Cutter / Physical Modeling
These models were created using algorithms using the program Grasshopper. Each model was derived through a code with various inputs
that can be adapted and transformed creating different outputs to fit a
variety of conditions. The models experiment with filtering light, materiality, structure, and joints.
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Senior fullback Dimitri Flowers does the horns down hand sign during the Red River rivalry game Oct. 14. The Sooners won against the Longhorns 29-24 in the 112th meeting between the teams.

Kyle Davis, Cheyanne Weller, Kayla Brandt and Steve Vixen sit in front of their houses on McKinley Avenue. They live in Hardie-Rucker neighborhood near campus.
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Neighborhood shaped, threatened by university’s changes

T

OU
DAILY
Baker Mayfield wins the 2017 Heisman Trophy during the Heisman Trophy Presentation on Saturday, Dec. 9, 2017 in New York.

TODD J. VAN EMST/HEISMAN TRUST/POOL

Senior quarterback completes unlikely journey from walk on to
Heisman winner with landslide win on Saturday
JOE BUETTNER • @JOE_BUETTNER

“OU has been the
biggest differencemaker for me. You
talk about OU,
you talk about
the people who
changed my life,
the mentors I’ve
been around, the
relationships I’ve
built. Those are
(going to) be for a
lifetime for me. I
say it all the time,
it’s been a dream
come true. It’s the
best thing that’s
ever happened to
me.”
BAKER MAYFIELD,
QUARTERBACK
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EW YORK — Baker
May f i e l d n e e d e d t w o
tries as a walk-on quarterback to find a home and a
third try to win college football’s
most-coveted individual honor.
So, once he finally walked
on stage at PlayStation Theater
i n s n o w y Ti m e s S q u a re o n
Saturday, the whip-hitting,
flag-planting, ultra-competitive
Mayfield read an emotional acceptance speech, which he admittedly prepared last minute
as he dressed for the ceremony where he’d become the 83rd
winner of the Heisman Trophy.
“ Eve r y b o d y a s ke d m e i f I
had something prepared,” said
Mayfield, who received 732 firstplace votes. “I didn’t write anything down or really put it together until today. I wanted to
go through the whole process ...
To me, I’ve always been a person
to show my emotions to people
and be honest. And that speech I
gave shows that.”
2016 Heisman Trophy winner and 2017 finalist Lamar
Jackson advised Mayfield not
to cry. But the kid from Austin,
Texas, couldn’t hold back tears

as he expressed gratitude for
his team, former coach Bob
Stoops, current coach Lincoln
Riley and his parents, Gina and
James Mayfield, for their contributions to his journey in becoming Oklahoma’s sixth Heisman
winner.
“When you talk about people who have impacted my life
in such a unique way,” Mayfield
said, “and giving me an opportunity and changed me and
shaped me into a man, it’s something I could care less what you
say.”
“I’ll shed a tear for those people. I’d do anything for them.”
Mayfield wouldn’t have been
prepared to speak if he had won
the Heisman a year before. In
2016, the then-junior quarterback knew Jackson would win.
The opportunity to go to New
York was enough, how ever,
for the former walk-on freshman, who lamented his last
two months at Texas Tech before showing up in Norman in
January 2014.
The unhappy thoughts, which
brewed inside Mayfield’s mind
after an injury benched him as

the Red Raiders’ starter, quickly
simmered as he put on a Sooners
practice jersey for the first time
in 2014.
As he reflected on his OU career before Saturday’s ceremony, the loud-mouthed quarterback was lost for words before
he explained how transferring
to Oklahoma impacted his life.
“OU has been the biggest difference-maker for me,” Mayfield
said. “You talk about OU, you
talk about the people who
changed my life, the mentors
I’ve been around, the relationships I’ve built. Those are (going
to) be for a lifetime for me. I say
it all the time, it’s been a dream
come true.
“It’s the best thing that’s ever
happened to me.”
Mayfield has mentioned multiple times, however, he’s not
done. He’ll be in Pasadena,
California, battling No. 3-ranked
Georgia for a spot in the College
Football Playoff National
Championship game in less
than a month, and the Heisman
Trophy is not the trophy he returned to OU for.
The Heisman has been a topic

ucked against the
southeast corner of the
University of Oklahoma’s
campus complex are
eight blocks on the precipice of
change.
East of Jenkins Avenue and
south of Lindsey Street is the area
known as the Hardie-Rucker
neighborhood, where housing
sprang up post-World War II for
veterans returning to school. It has
since transitioned to a community
boxed in by OU in every direction,
according to a survey prepared for
the city of Norman by Jo Meacham
Associates.
OU’s main campus lines the
west side of Hardie-Rucker, while
athletic facilities and the Duck
Pond are perched to the north. A
field of OU-owned land, as well as
railroad tracks, lay to the east and
recreation fields partially owned
by OU, along with a Norman park,
make up the southern border.
There are four main streets
in the neighborhood — Lincoln
Av e n u e , G a r f i e l d Av e n u e ,
McKinley Avenue and George
Avenue — and as OU has grown,
parts of the neighborhood have
been used for university facilities. This includes the southeastern block of Jenkins and Lindsey,
which now holds Headington Hall,
a dorm for freshmen and athletes.
Campus casts a growing shadow on Hardie-Rucker, literally and
figuratively, as OU buildings inch
closer and houses in the area are
bought by OU’s Board of Regents.
Nick Hathaway, OU’s executive
vice president and vice president
of administration and finance,
said the area is seen as a potential
expansion zone within the next 10
to 20 years.
These are stories from residents
living in the area and their perspectives on how OU’s expansion
will change the neighborhood
they call home.
THE STUDENTS: CHEYANNE
WELLER AND KAYLA BRANDT
For the last four and a half
months, Cheyanne Weller and
Kayla Brandt have been adjusting to life in a house rather than a
dorm.
Weller, an early education
sophomore, met Brandt, a health
and exercise science sophomore,
when they became roommates
during their freshman year at
OU in 2016. Now, the two live on

HOPES UP, HORNS DOWN
Playoff chances not out of reach for Sooners

K AYLA BRANCH • @K AYLA _BRANCH
Garfield Avenue with one other
roommate.
After a friend of a friend graduated, the house was open and
Weller said it was a great fit.
“We only looked at this house
because we knew someone who
lived here before, but we really like
it and how close it is to campus,”
Weller said. “I didn’t even have to
get a parking pass, which is wonderful because they’re so expensive, so I can just walk.”
Garfield is dotted with “For
Rent” signs in some yards and cars
parked along the street; most of
the houses are close to the same
size — a post-WWII square build.
Weller said rent is cheap —
$1,000 a month, split between
three roommates — and their
three-bed, one-bath house has
a large backyard and the right
amount of indoor space for their
two dogs.

“We’re really close to
campus, so there is
always an eclectic group
of people who live here
and I enjoy it. I like living
next to the college
students actually. There
was a kid just the other
day who’s an engineering
student that came over
and asked me to help him
build a rocket.”
STEVE VIXEN,
CARPENTER

Just two blocks away, in OU’s
newly built Residential Colleges,
a similar floor plan would cost
$5,499 per person per semester
— roughly $1,374 per person per
month — and no pets are allowed
besides service animals, according to the Residential Colleges
website.
The street has been a welcoming place to live so far, with a mix
of other students and some families, so the thought that it could be
changed by the construction habits of the university is a sad one,
Weller said.
“I’ll be really disappointed if that
happens,” Weller said. “Dorms are
OK, but you don’t get the space,
you don’t get to have pets. It’s
just really nice to have an actual
house.”
While having more living

options can be a positive, Brandt
said there should be other priorities for the university, such as updating and increasing classroom
space.
“You go and sit in Dale Hall with
torn up seats, but they build new
places for people to live with nowhere for those people to park,”
Brandt said. “I understand that
they are trying to give students
that option of where to live, but
you can’t take away other options
too. Not everyone can afford to or
wants to live on campus all four
years.”
THE STAFFER: KYLE DAVIES
The dinosaur displays at the
Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of
Natural History have been through
an extensive process of cleaning
and filing, which was probably
done by Kyle Davies.
Davies is a fossil preparator,
meaning he helps collect, clean
and prepare fossil specimens for
study or display, and he has lived
in Hardie-Rucker for the last 20
years, he said.
“I came to Norman in the late
1990s and moved into this neighborhood because it was only two
blocks away from where my work
building was,” Davies said.
First, Davies said he lived in a
rental property on the edge of the
Hardie-Rucker area, but now has
moved to McKinley Avenue in his
own home, which he thinks is becoming more rare in the area.
“After living here for a few years,
I found that I liked the neighborhood and so when I decided to
buy a house, I hunted around in
this neighborhood,” Davies said.
“It’s a nice, quiet neighborhood
that’s close to campus. It is a little
isolated, which may seem like a
strange thing to say, but we’re really the only residential space left
in this particular area.”
Davies said those who live on
his street permanently are suspicious that OU will buy many of the
properties in the neighborhood
and build over it.
Cu r re nt l y , O U ’s B o a rd o f
Regents owns roughly 10 houses in the area, along with the
Headington Hall dorms and multiple lots for parking, according to
the Cleveland County Assessor’s
website. If the area is bought and
demolished by OU, relocation or
retirement could be in Davies’ future, he said.

“Things change all the time and
as things continue to grow, they
will need to grow the university,
so I’ll just have to accept it when it
happens,” Davies said. “When the
time comes, I’ll have to relocate or
maybe I’ll even be retired by then.
It’ll take time. The joke goes that
we still have a few blocks before
they get to us.”
THE LOCAL: STEVE VIXEN
Handmade wooden furniture
with varying price tags are positioned around Steve Vixen’s front
yard during OU game days.
Vixen, a 20-year resident of
McKinley Avenue, is a carpenter
who spends his free time collecting reclaimed wood from projects
he’s worked on and turning it into
chairs and benches and tables.
He’s given benches to neighbors and helped renovate houses
on the street, but Vixen’s ties to
the neighborhood go deeper than
friendly gestures.
“We bought this place because
of my brother, Mark,” Vixen said.
“Mark has cerebral palsy, but he’s
been able to work at OU throughout the years. We got this place so
he could have a home and still get
to work by himself.”
Vixen and his brother live together now, and Vixen said the
neighborhood is a positive place to
be, mainly because of the diversity
of residents.

“We’re really close to campus,
so there is always an eclectic group
of people who live here and I enjoy
it,” Vixen said. “I like living next
to the college students actually.
There was a kid just the other day
who’s an engineering student that
came over and asked me to help
him build a rocket.”
Hardie-Rucker is changing,
though, Vixen said, as some of
the older residents pass away and
as OU collects more and more
homes.
“The older man who lived next
door to me recently passed away,
and his wife is still there, but I really expect her to sell out to OU
sometime soon,” Vixen said. “If
you really think about it, we’re basically on campus since we’re surrounded by OU property and they
buy these houses, too. We’re all
just waiting for OU to come in and
buy us up.”
As that time comes closer, Vixen
said he and his brother are hoping
to last as long as possible in the
neighborhood.
“We’re hoping to hold out,”
Vixen said. “Mark is getting older
and the fact that he can get out
and around campus for a few
hours a day is really good. We’ll
miss it. We’ve really enjoyed the
neighborhood.”
Kayla Branch

kaylabranch@ou.edu

HARDIE-RUCKER NEIGHBORHOOD
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Freshman running back Trey Sermon dives from the Longhorn defense in
the Red River rivalry game Oct. 14.
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ALLAS, Texas — Senior and overtook the Sooners in the don’t want to come out, and
defensive end Ogbonnia fourth quarter.
you’ll fight through a little extra
Okoronkwo lay on his
“There were ups and downs pain for this one. It was a mental
back at the 40-yard-line of the a n d e v e r y t h i ng i n b e t w e e n decision for all of us.”
Cotton Bowl looking up at the for us. We started off great ofThe mental decision paid off
sky. He was exhausted — mind, fensively,” senior quarterback for the Sooners. The defense
body and soul already left on Baker Mayfield said. “Yeah, we was able to hold in the fourth
the field. His white uniform could have finished better on quarter when they needed it
was stained and discolored — a a lot of our drives — too many m o s t . No w , O k l a h o m a w i l l
badge of honor denoting the te- field goals for us. We’ll take care need to bring that mentality
nacity he had played with.
to the rest of conference play.
of that.”
Okoronkwo and the then-No.
Oklahoma was in striking With Kansas State, Texas Tech,
12 Sooners were up five points distance multiple times, but Oklahoma State and TCU ahead
in the fourth quarter of the couldn’t execute. Junior kick- of the Sooners, they still have a
112th Red River rivalry. To lose er Austin Seibert was forced long road ahead of a potential
Okoronkwo would be a shot to attempt three field goals, all College Football Playoff berth.
Oklahoma likely wouldn’t sur- of which he made, to help the
D e s p i t e d r o p p i n g t o N o.
vive. But he did what anyone Sooners fend off the Longhorns. 1 2 a f t e r t h e i r l o s s t o I o w a
who knows Okoronkwo
State, there’s still hope
would expect : he came
for Oklahoma. With
back in the next drive.
Clemson, Washington,
He helped stop the
Washington State and
“I loved our guys’ fight. And
Longhorns. He helped
Auburn all losing this
win the game.
weekend, there’s much
we fought all day, even when
“ Ev e r y b o d y o n t h e
more of a chance for a
team would have done
College Football Playoff
we didn’t play our best ball,
that,” Okoronkwo said.
that includes one or
even when we had some
“We told each other we
more one-loss teams.
were playing for each
If the Sooners want to
things go against us. And I
other. We’re brothers
be one of those teams,
in there. Everybody —
they’ll need to show
think we really took some
we knew what we were
more of the drive and
going to have to do to
determination they
steps forward as a team.”
win the game.”
showed against Texas.
The grit Okoronkwo
What did Riley tell
LINCOLN RILEY,
and the S o oners disthe team to inspire such
HEAD COACH
played is exactly what
focus and grit this week?
the y ne e de d after an
“Just keep fighting,” seupset to Iowa State, not
nior cornerback Jordan
D e s p i t e b e i n g u n a b l e t o Thomas said. “‘Keep swinging,
because they can’t afford another loss if they want to make maintain their dominant lead, keep swinging, keep swinging.’
the College Football Playoff, but the Sooners were able to use That’s what he kept saying all
because it was the first sign of pure grit and heart to outlast week ... ‘It’s going to be a dog
life Oklahoma has shown since Texas. Okoronkwo left the game fight for 60 minutes. Just keep
twice with potential injuries swinging.’”
playing Ohio State.
“ I l ov e d o u r g u y s’ f i g h t ,” only to come back in the followOklahoma coach Lincoln Riley ing drives. Mayfield took a hard
said. “And we fought all day, hit in the third quarter that sent
Kelli Stacy
even when we didn’t play our him to the sidelines, but didn’t
kelliastacy@ou.edu
best ball, even when we had hesitate to grab his helmet and
some things go against us. And I head to the huddle the next
think we really took some steps drive. Players exited the game
OU VS. KANSAS
forward as a team.”
left and right, but they always
A 29-24 win over Texas (3-3, returned.
STATE
“Yeah, it’s something that we
2-1 Big 12) by no means indicates Oklahoma (5-1, 2-1 Big talked about. You have to expect
When: 3:00 p.m., Oct.
12) is back, but it does show that in games like these. We talk21, 2017
hope for the future. Once again, ed about it as a team,” Mayfield
the Sooners got off to a fast start, said. “We made the decision
Where: Manhattan,
scoring 20 unanswered points. last night how we were going
Kansas
Then, they did what they’re to handle adversity ... so for the
becoming known for this sea- older guys that were in here,
How to Watch: FOX
son. They let Texas come back. you know, and got nicked up —
The Longhorns pulled within 10 of Oklahoma by halftime

bangs and bruises — you realize
it’s the last one. You definitely

Source: Soonersports.com
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Two students walk toward the S.J. Sarkeys Complex Oct .11. Students have raised concerns about the gym not being equal to other universities’ facilities.

Fitness center lacks options
FREE
FITNESS
CLASSES
No ﬁ t pass required —
one just has to be an OU
student, faculty or staff.

MONDAY:

Gentle sunrise yoga
7:00-7:45 a.m.
Murray Case Sells Swim
Complex

TUESDAY:
Aqua HIIT

(high intensity interval
training)
Noon-12:45 p.m.
Murray Case Sells Swim
Complex

WEDNESDAY:

Gentle sunrise yoga
7:00-7:45 a.m.
Murray Case Sells Swim
Complex

Tai Chi
8:30-9:15 a.m.
Sam Noble Museum

Stretch and relax
Noon-12:45 p.m.
OU IT Store (Campus
Corner)

THURSDAY:
Aqua HIIT

Noon-12:45 p.m.
Murray Case Sells Swim
Complex

Zumba
Noon-12:45 p.m.
Sarkeys Fitness Center

FRIDAY:
Yoga

8:30-9:15 a.m.
Sam Noble Museum
Source: OU Fitness + Recreation

Students feel gym
can’t compare to
Big 12 facilities
IPEK DUMAN

@Ipek_Duman1

Hussain Al Ramis stares
at blank walls while he
sweats the day off on a
treadmill during his evening workouts.
Al Ramis is one of the
students who uses the
Sarkey’s Fitness Center
o f t e n . T h e Fi t n e s s a n d
Recreation facilities at OU,
which include Sarkey’s
and the Murray Case Sells
Swim Complex, are open to
all students and serve as a
home for intramural sports
and fitness.
Still, some students
claim the gym does not
cater to their expectations
or measure up to other Big
12 schools’ amenities.
Al Ramis, a petroleum
engineering doctoral student who attended three
other large state universities before coming to OU,
said he is frustrated with
the size and standards of
the gym. Al Ramis said the
lack of decent wifi and television screens in the cardio
room make the workout
boring, especially because
some machines face the
wall.
“Most college towns like
Norman have a very nice
gym where you can go to
have fun and get to know
friends and socialize, as
well as work out,” Al Ramis
said. “But when I came (to
OU) in the spring, (I noticed) the gym was very
small. It was also raining,
s o you could s e e water
coming through the walls
of the building.”
Director of Fitness and
Recreation Amy Davenport
said the gym has a budget of $3.3 million for the
whole year, which is utilized to fund fitness programs and intramurals,
as well as pay student employees and instructors.
Davenport said there is
also a portion of the budget allocated for equipment and machinery
replacement.
The gym was last renovated in 2003 to add four

n e w b a s k e t b a l l c o u r t s,
expand the weight room
and add a cardio room,
Davenport said.
Despite weight room expansions, Al Ramis said the
size of the weight rooms is
a problem since having
an abundance of exercise
equipment in the small
space could be a potential
safety hazard.
“For body builders, they
need to have their ow n
space because they are
working with very heavy
metals,” Al Ramis said.
Davenport said fitness
and recreation centers at
OU do meet codes set up
by the American College
of Sports Medicine, and
that the weightlifting area
is safe by those standards.
Ben Slechta, a petroleum engineering master’s student, used to use
OU’s gym frequently but
struggled with the lack of
equipment, especially in
the weight room. Slechta
said he stopped using OU’s
gym and instead pays $35 a
month to use a private gym

go to the gym you’re trying
to improve yourself and
improve your body, and I
feel sexualized.”
Clevenger said besides
that, she likes the gym and
finds several options to
choose from when it comes
to e quipment. Sle chta,
though, said he does not
find OU’s gym adequate.
“Does it meet a stand a rd ? S u re, b u t i s t h a t
standard competitive with
universities of equivalent
size?” Slechta asked. “I
would say far from it.”
Louisiana State
University has three floors
of more than 150 cardio
and fitness machines and
equipment, while OU ’s
ow n cardio and fitness
equipment is specific to
one room and has fewer
than 50 machines.
The 20-foot climbing
wall in Sarkey’s Fitness
Center also falls short
in comparison to 35foot walls at LSU and the
U n i v e r s i t y o f Mi s s o u r i
and a 44-foot wall at Texas
A&M.

equipment.
“I understand that those
things take money, but I’d
be more than willing to pay
more in tuition for a nicer
recreation center,” Slechta
said.
Although the fitness
and recreation facilities
do not have current plans
to do major renovations,
students can expect to see
a new locker station by
the equipment desk specifically for cell phones,
Davenport said. She said
students will be able to
lock their cell phones in
the lo ckers and charg e
them while working out.
“We are trying to come
into that technology and
to understand the changing needs of our students,”
Davenport said. “And that
is a step forward.”
Davenport said the fitness facilities at OU are
doing the best with the
available space by expanding fitness classes across
the university in places like
the IT store and yoga in the
Sam Noble Museum.
Davenport said having a
healthy lifestyle can deep“One of our missions is to help students
ly impact students, and
promoting healthy lifebecome more aware of their wellness and
more aware of taking care of their bodies so style choices on campus is
important.
that when they leave OU they are continuing
“One of our missions is
in society, having that ability that hopefully to help students become
they’ve learned here to continue on with their more aware of their wellness and more aware of
health.”
taking care of their bodies
so that when they leave OU
AMY DAVENPORT,
they are continuing in sociDIRECTOR OF FITNESS AND RECREATION
ety, having that knowledge
and having that ability that
Texas A&M, LSU, Texas hopefully they’ve learned
in Norman.
Slechta also said the ma- Christian University and here to continue on with
jority of weight lifters are the University of Missouri their health,” Davenport
men, and because it’s such all have three pools within said.
a small space, it’s less in- their fitness centers, and
viting for women to work Missouri features a hot tub,
out and takes away their sauna and lazy river. OU’s
Ipek Duman
opportunities to weight lift. ow n Mu r ray Ca s e S e l l s
ipek.duman-1@ou.edu
Psychology sophomore Sw im Complex has two
Kristen Clevenger said she swimming pools — one
goes to the gym about three indoor and one outdoor —
times a week but doesn’t but no saunas or hot tubs.
“ They don’t have any
feel comfortable going to
to the weight room often. goals of fun or socializing
She feels like women are at the gym,” Al Ramis said.
pushed towards the cardio “They are only concerned
room because it’s a more with the health and fitness
On Twitter?
comfortable environment. aspect, which is great, but
Stay connected.
“I actually call the weight the gym is a place where
@OUDaily
area downstairs ‘the tes- you can de-stress and have
tosterone zone’ because fun.”
@OUDailySports
it’s all guys,” Clevenger
Fo r S l e c h t a , i t ’s j u s t
said. “It makes me uncom- a matter of a space exfortable because when you pansion and additional

Letters should
concentrate on issues,
not personalities, and
must be fewer than
250 words, typed and
signed by the author(s).
Letters will be edited
for accuracy, space
and style. Students
must list their major
and classiﬁcation. To
submit letters, email
dailyopinion@ou.edu.
Our View is the voice
of the Editorial Board,
which consists of
ten student editors.
The board meets at
4:30 p.m. Monday to
Thursday in Copeland
Hall, Room 160. Board
meetings are open to
the public.
Guest columns are
accepted and printed
at the editor’s
discretion.
Columnists’ and
cartoonists’ opinions
are their own and
not necessarily the
views or opinions of
The Oklahoma Daily
Editorial Board.
To advertise in The
Oklahoma Daily, contact
the advertising manager
Brianica Steenbock by
calling 405-325-2521
or emailing dailyads@
ou.edu.
One free copy of The
Daily is available to
members of the OU
community. Additional
copies may be
purchased for 25 cents
by contacting The Daily
Corrections:
The
business ofﬁce
atDaily
405- is
committed
325-2522. to accuracy
Corrections: The Daily is
committed
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in
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If
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you ﬁnd
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of discussion between Mayfield
and one of his closest friends,
Oklahoma fullback Jaxon Uhles,
since 2015. Uhles would joke
with his roommate, who finished fourth in the Heisman
voting in 2015 and third in 2016,
after Mayfield had a good game
ab ou t w h e re’d t h e y pu t h i s
Heisman Trophy.
“When he has a good game
or something, I’ll ask what we
need to move off the mantle to
make some room and he gets a
kick out of it,” Uhles said. “This
year I haven’t joked with him too
much.”
Uhles can finally prepare
the mantle for the bronze trophy Mayfield will bring back to
Norman as the first walk-on athlete to win the award since athletic scholarships were created
in the 1950s.
“To the kids out there, don’t
give up,” Mayfield said as he
closed his acceptance speech.
“Don’t ever give up.”
Joe Buettner

joebuet@ou.edu
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INTRODUCTION
T

MANUFACTURING A WINNER

he Heisman Trophy has
evolved from a humble accolade to a year-long production, orchestrated by media
outlets and wishful athletic
departments.
Kenny Mossman suspected
Sam Bradford would win the 2008
Heisman Trophy, an award now
forever attached to his name, before the former Oklahoma quarterback was announced the winner in New York City.
The Heisman Trophy Trust,
which works to uphold the award’s
integrity, didn’t inform Mossman,
the director of athletics media relations at Oklahoma at the time.
Rather, he noticed camera crews
starting to make their way to
Bradford and his family during the
commercial break immediately
preceding the announcement on
ESPN, positioning themselves to
capture the recipient’s reaction.
Nearly four decades earlier, Steve Owens found out he
won the 1969 Heisman secondhand while walking on campus
in Norman. He later got a phone
call that confirmed his achievement, but unlike Bradford, there
was no public relations team like
the one Mossman led to promote
Owens as college football’s most
outstanding player or a live ceremony on national television to announce his victory.
“There was no campaign,” said
Al Eschbach, a sports talk host
on WWLS-FM in Oklahoma City.
“Nobody talked about it, nobody
was writing about it in the paper or
anything. There was no talk radio
then.”
In the modern day, television
rights, award sponsorships, social
media and digital-savvy public relation teams have transformed the
landscape of the Heisman Trophy
and how a candidate is promoted. Still, there isn’t a perfect formula to promoting a Heisman
hopeful. Flashy numbers are a
key factor into what defines the
best player in the country, but at
some point in the season, everyone has statistics, Mossman said.
What it comes down to is who has
the most intriguing backstory, the
most attractive highlight reel and
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a creative public relations team to
accent everything special and talented about that player.
Halfway through this season,
Oklahoma quarterback Baker
Mayfield checked many of those
boxes. He’d thrown for 2,347 yards
passing, 19 touchdowns and only
2 interceptions. He planted the
flag after defeating Ohio State
in Columbus, Ohio, threw the
game-winning pass against Texas
and played through a shoulder
injury in a win at Kansas State. All
that after walking on to his second
Big 12 football program and earning the starting job.
The significance and tradition
that follows a Heisman Trophy
winner is unlike any other in college football. And in Norman,
Mayfield’s likeness will soon be
cast as the sixth statue standing
east of Gaylord Family-Oklahoma
Memorial Stadium — the same
place where he attended Sooner
home games, hoping to one
day stand among the heroes he
watched as a kid — if he were to
win.
“I don’t even think I could use
words to describe it correctly,”
Mayfield said earlier this season.
“Coming up to tailgate and playing
backyard football right there by
Heisman Park, before Bradford’s
(statue) was there and right
around the time Jason (White)
was earning his, to realize I was
there cheering on the team at that
point in time before their statues
were even there, so that obviously
just shows I was their biggest (fan).
Having something like that next to
them would be such an honor, and
we’ll see what happens.”

•••
It was just 40 years ago the
Heisman Trophy presentation
truly took off as a national spectacle, televised for the first time in
1977.
Eschbach remembers the era in
college football before the award
wasn’t exhaustively discussed and
debated nonstop from the conclusion of one season to the end of
the next.
The commercialization of the

Heisman Trophy was initially
met with some skepticism. The
late Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, former
vice president of the University of
Notre Dame, once told The New
York Times the Heisman “was not
designed as a vehicle for selling
soap or beer.”
The prestige of the trophy
seemed to be in danger as television rights were shopped for the
presentation of college football’s
most-coveted individual prize. It
had done just fine without sponsorships and television since its
inception in 1935, honoring college football immortals like Davey
O’Brien, Doak Walker and Ernie
Davis.
In 1952, Oklahoma running
back Billy Vessels was the first of
five Sooners to capture the award.
One of his teammates, Merrill
Green, fondly recalls the days
playing alongside Vessels with
memories of the tough and rugged
tailback that highlighted the early
stages of the Bud Wilkinson era.

“Once you’re a Heisman
winner, that’s really what
you are the rest of your
life. You’re going to be
identified as that.”
KENNY MOSSMAN,
SENIOR ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

“(The Heisman Trophy) was not
that prominent, especially back
in our part of the country,” Green
said. “It was not like, ‘Gee, looks
like Billy’s probably going to win
to the Heisman,’ like today. You
start about (October), people start
thinking about who the possible
candidates are for the Heisman.
That didn’t happen at all.”
It wasn’t to say the Heisman
Trophy wasn’t a big deal. It just
wasn’t the presentation fans have
come to tune into each December
with myriad cameras and lights
shining on a handful of college
football’s finest players with their
coaches and families behind
them and the past winners in attendance, waiting to initiate the
next member into one of sports’

most-exclusive fraternities.
The humble roots of the
Heisman Trophy, however, lend
to its significance today.
“There’s so much tradition tied
up in that award, that all of a sudden you get this sense that this is
something that’s going to happen that is going to forever impact
the life of the person who wins it,”
Mossman said of seeing the live
ceremony. “They talk about that
a lot when you’re up there. Once
you’re a Heisman winner, that’s
really what you are the rest of your
life. You’re going to be identified
as that.”

•••
Not every Heisman candidate is
made equal in the age of television
and social media. Increasingly,
the Heisman moment can propel a campaign in the era of viral
video.
Desmond Howard’s stiff arm.
Johnny Manziel running for his
life against Alabama. Bradford’s
helicopter flip at Oklahoma State.
Ne a r l y t w o d e ca d e s hav e
elapsed since Superman arrived
for a brief moment at Dallas’
Cotton Bowl.
Two minutes remained in regulation, and the No. 5 Longhorns
trailed the No. 3 Sooners 7-3 on
Oct. 6, 2001. Oklahoma safety Roy
Williams soared over a Texas running back and flew headfirst toward quarterback Chris Simms.
As the Texas quar terback
dropped inside his end zone, he
cocked his arm with the football in
his left hand vulnerable to the airborne Sooner, who draped himself
like a cape over Simms. Oklahoma
linebacker Teddy Lehman was
perfectly planted a few yards away
to snatch the ball his teammate
knocked free, walk in the score
and spoil any of hope of a late rally
for the rival Longhorns.
Williams’ play is now regarded as one of the most iconic moments in the Red River rivalry’s fabled history, and for Mossman, it
was just as important in the weeks
to follow.
“‘Superman’ was a gift on a platter for us,” Mossman said.

The junior safety’s signature
play was as clear as the Texas
skies the day he etched his name
in Sooners lore. The play was perfect to promote a Heisman Trophy
candidate, and Williams became
a strong contender for the award
with the aid of his highlights
and the campaigning from the
Oklahoma athletics department.
“Defensive players are so much
harder to promote for that award,”
Mossman said. “So we had to get
a little bit more creative, and I felt
like we are able to do that. Roy
helped a lot quite honestly, because he made some spectacular plays that got a lot of national
video coverage. I just felt like we
took a defensive player and really
made him a serious threat.”
Williams ultimately finished
seventh in the voting. It’s a feat
Mossman is still proud of to this
day, considering Williams’ primary kryptonite was playing defense.
Two years later, Mossman made
it to his first Heisman presentation
with Jason White. The trip was as
grand as the city that hosts the
ceremony. It made it even better
coming during the holiday season, he said. Once the day arrives,
however, tension gradually builds
inside the intimate confines of the
2,100-seat venue where the ceremony is held.
It’s an overwhelming process
only 80 men who’ve been presented the trophy have experienced,
but the relief following the show
is well worth the wait to go down
forever in history as a Heisman
Trophy winner.
“The buildup is very significant,” Mossman said. “And then,
of course, right before they present
the trophy, they go to commercial,
so they take it out even longer. It’s
really overwhelming.The other
thing I think that’s overwhelming
about it — you do get some sense
of this on television — is so many
of the past winners are there, and
you’re talking about a who’s who
of college football.
“The greatest names to ever
play the game.”

For 100 years, the student voice of the University of Oklahoma
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OHIO STATEMENT
Sooners throttle Buckeyes in upset win, putting
Oklahoma in the middle of the playoff conversation

C

KELLI STACY • @ASTACYKELLI

OLUMBUS, Ohio —
On Aug. 26, ESPN’s
Lee Corso called the
S o o n e r s “p r e t e n d ers,” saying they were most likely to disappoint this season.
On Saturday night, Oklahoma
coach Lincoln Riley and his
team proved Corso wrong, beating No. 2 Ohio State (1-1) 31-16
in Columbus.
“Our guys have a chip on their
shoulder — an edge about them
— and we’re not going to apologize for that,” Riley said.
No. 5 Oklahoma (2-0) came
into Columbus underdogs, but
they left with national title aspriations. In Riley’s first top-5
matchup as head coach of the
Sooners, he proved he can win
in a hostile environment. With
former head coach Bob Stoops
watching, Riley did what Stoops
couldn’t: defeat the Buckeyes.
“We proved that we’re focused
and have a great mentality and
play together,” Riley said. “We
can beat a lot of people. We’re
two games in, and a lot of people
are going to want to anoint us
now. We’ve still got a long way
to go.”
Riley’s offense started the
game hot, but couldn’t make it
in the end zone. The upside was
his defense kept the Buckeyes
off the scoreboard, too. By the
beginning of the third quarter,
Oklahoma and Ohio State were
tied at 3.

“We proved that
we’re focused
and have a great
mentality and
play together. We
can beat a lot of
people. We’re two
games in, and a
lot of people are
going to want to
anoint us now.
We’ve got a long
way to go. ”
LINOLN RILEY,
HEAD COACH

Then the Buckeyes scored.
The electricity in Ohio
Stadium seemed to stutter as OU
fans realized the ensuing drive
could lead to a shootout or the
Sooners’ demise.
Three plays into the following
drive, senior quarterback Baker
Mayfield hit freshman tight end
Grant Calcaterra on a 21-yard
pass. Oklahoma fans took a collective sigh of relief. Two plays
later the Sooners were in the
endzone after a 36-yard touchdown pass from Mayfield to senior fullback Dimitri Flowers.
That drive would breathe fire
into the OU offense, setting it on
the path to recording 490 total
yards — 386 of them passing.
It’s only the second time in
school history the Sooners have
beaten a top-2 AP team on the
road in non-conference play.
The win was one few expected,
and the Sooners are hoping it silenced their doubters.
“I don’t want to dwell on what
the media was saying, but we
heard a lot of things throughout
the week and we took it (personally),” senior defensive end
Ogbonnia Okoronkwo said. “We
definitely tried to shut some
people up ... OU is a physical
team and we can play with anybody on any given day. Look,
don’t count us out. We are not
underdogs.”
Wi t h i t s tou g h e st re gu la r
season game out of the way,
Oklahoma and Riley have their
eyes set on something much
bigger. As Okoronkwo said, “The
sky’s the limit.”
“Our guys gutted it out. It was
a great environment — tough
place to win, obviously,” Riley
said. “To come and get this done
was a lot of fun, and hopefully
we’ll still continue to find a lot
of things to build on. I told them
in there we’ll be disappointed if
this is the highlight of our season. We’ve still got a long way
to go. We’ve only played two
games.”
T h e S o o n e r s p l ay Tu l a n e
in Norman at 5:00 p.m. CT on
Saturday.
Kelli Stacy

kelliastacy@ou.edu
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Senior wide receiver Jeff Badet tries to run around his
opponent Sept. 9.

PAXSON HAWS/THE DAILY

Defensive coordinator Mike Stoops hugs senior defensive
end Ogbonnia Okoronkwo after defeating Ohio State
Sept. 9.

SIANDHARA BONNET/THE DAILY

OU head coach Lincoln Riley walks down the tunnel
before the Ohio State game Sept. 9.

The intersection of DeBarr Avenue and Boyd Street. DeBarr Avenue is named for Edwin DeBarr, a former OU professor and KKK leader.
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Normanites clash over street named for KKK leader, OU professor

A

seem Nevrekar is
tired of writing his
address.
Nevrekar, a chemical engineering doctoral student,
has lived on DeBarr Avenue
for six years. On a campus
ghost tour, he learned of his
street’s namesake: Edwin
DeBarr, a prominent national Ku Klux Klan leader of his
time and one of OU’s first
four professors.
Nevrekar is one of many in
Norman who thinks it’s time
for the street name to go.
Ne a r l y 3 0 y e a r s a g o,
DeBarr’s name was removed
from “DeBarr Hall” — the
building that’s now simply
the “Chemistry Building”
on the North Oval between
Holmberg Hall and Old
Science Hall. Three blocks
away, however, his name
remains.
Disaster struck
Charlottesville, Virginia, on
Aug. 12 when a woman was
killed at a rally of neo-Nazis and white supremacists
who wanted to prevent the
removal of a statue of Robert
E. Lee. The tragedy spurred
conversation around the
country about removing
monuments of Confederate
leaders. Communities large
and small are grappling with
the same question: Whom
do we choose to honor, and
what do they say about us?
While Norman doesn’t
have Confederate monuments, some members of the
community have decided to
focus on the closest thing to
it here: DeBarr Avenue.

A RENEWED
RENAMING EFFORT

Ohio State junior Terry McLaurin misses the ball as he runs to the end zone Sept. 9.

“I might have a different birth
country, but it isn’t my home.

All I know is

HISTORY America.”

The Heisman Trophy on display in New York City prior to the award ceremony Dec. 9. Senior quarterback Baker Mayfield became the sixth Oklahoma player to win the prestigious award.

As the Heisman has become a national event, Oklahoma
football has grown with it. Here’s our look at OU’s winners
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The Sooners defense celebrates a play in the game against Ohio State Sept. 9. The Sooners beat the Buckeyes, 31-16, in Ohio Stadium.
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Breea Clark pulls out a
folded piece of paper from
within a stack of folders and
papers covering her desk.
It’s a petition urging property owners on DeBarr Avenue
— a small stretch between
Boyd Street and Duffy Street
— to give their blessing to rename the street.
Instead of a signature, there’s just one word
scrawled across the page.
“NEVER.”
Clark, a Norman City
Council member who works

DANA BRANHAM • @DANABRANHAM
in OU’s Academic Integrity
department, decided to
push for the street’s renaming. She kept the rejected petition form as a “souvenir.”
“I kept it as a reminder that
some people are just irrational when it comes to things
like this,” Clark said.
In March she began circulating a petition calling
for the renaming of DeBarr
Avenue, hoping to gain
public momentum on the
issue. After the tragedy in
Charlottesville, the petition
saw a resurgence.
“People are now aligning
neo-Nazis, the Confederacy
and the KKK all as one, and
I agree with that,” Clark said.
“It’s all things that we were in
our past that we don’t want
to be anymore.”
Despite nearly 1,400 signatures on Clark’s petition,
it’s not the general public
who gets to decide on whether the name goes or stays.
If 75 percent of the people
who own property on and
adjacent to DeBarr support a
name change, it can happen,
according to a 2008 policy
adopted by the city.
There are 25 unique property owners on the street,
so 19 of them would have to
sign the petition, according
to Norman director of public
works Shawn O’Leary. Clark
said she’s hit a dead end for
now, with only around 50
percent of property owners
in support of a name change.
Alternatively, the policy says a street name shall
not be changed once it’s established, unless, after investigation by the city, it’s
found to be “inappropriate,”
though there’s no written
procedure for determining
that inappropriateness.
OU student government
leaders have called for the
city to change the name
through a resolution passed
by the Undergraduate
Student Congress and
Graduate Student Senate.
Both the resolution and
Clark’s petition call for
the street to be renamed
Henderson Street in honor
of OU professor George
Henderson.
Henderson, one of OU’s

first black professors and the
pioneer of its human relations program, said he didn’t
seek the honor, but the removal of DeBarr’s name
could signal progress for
Norman.
“If by chance, a street is
named after me, it conceivably could connote reconciliation in the area of race and
ethnicity. It might imply that
this is a community of not
only cultural diversity, but
also inclusion,” Henderson
said. “If the name could do
that, have those associations,
then I would be honored. I
would be privileged. I would
be grateful.”
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Henderson set foot on OU’s
campus for the first time
in 1967. He first learned
of DeBarr from another
professor.
“I don’t know who the
professor was, but he was
knowledgeable about university history,” Henderson
recalled. “Just in passing
conversation, he said, ‘You
know if DeBarr was still involved in the university, you
wouldn’t be here.’
“So I say, ‘Rest in peace,
DeBarr.’”

WHO WAS DEBARR?

On Aug. 29, 1892, Edwin
DeBarr arrived in Norman. It
was a busy first day: He wrote
in his diary that he got into
town at 3 a.m., went to bed at
4 a.m. and met with then-OU
President David Ross Boyd at
9 a.m.
He built OU’s chemistry
and pharmacy schools from
the ground up, and he taught
dozens of classes — from biology to German.
DeBarr is a key figure in professor emeritus
David Levy’s “University of
Oklahoma: A History,” which
chronicles OU’s beginnings.
“Among the four members
of the first faculty, one was a
strident racist,” a page of the
book reads.
The book includes an excerpt from a 1935 interview,
where DeBarr spoke candidly of his irrational fear
of black people — the first
black person he ever saw,
he said, “scared him into

‘convulsions.’”
Still, he was revered by his
students. The 1921 Sooner
yearbook is dedicated to
him: “In the classroom, on
the campus, or in his fraternal activities around the
state, ‘Daddy DeBarr’ is respected and esteemed.”
His involvement in “fraternal activities” were extensive: he was the grand
dragon of Oklahoma in the
KKK until 1923, according to
a “Chronicles of Oklahoma”
magazine article by Levy
about DeBarr. From there,
he became the KKK’s national chaplain.
“The Klan in Oklahoma
did the things that the Klan
did anywhere else, but perhaps more of them,” Levy
writes in the article. “By one
estimate, in fact, Oklahoma’s
KKK outdid all other state
Klans in outright ferocity.”
At the same time, DeBarr’s
involvement at OU was extensive. He was promoted
to vice president of the university in 1909 — a symbolic title, mostly, but he would
occasionally stand in as acting president. He was the
longest-serving professor at
OU at the time.
In September of 1917,
DeBarr Hall opened for use

— a state-of-the-art chemistry facility with an auditorium, labs, classrooms and
storage facilities.
Concerns had been raised
about DeBarr’s KKK ties before, but he was not pushed
out of the university until
1923. The final straw was
not his views toward African
Americans, but rather his anti-Catholic commencement
speech at a high school.
Still, he was allowed to
keep his lab at the university, and he went on to be
the city’s “health officer.” He
didn’t seem to live in “isolation and disgrace,” Levy’s
article notes. The university even invited him back in
1950 as the homecoming parade marshall.
He died in December 1950
of a heart attack while recovering from being beaten
with a tire iron by his granddaughter’s husband that
October.

to remove DeBarr’s name
from the chemistry building in 1988, learned about
DeBarr from a professor.
He pored over newspaper
clippings and records from
the Southern Poverty Law
Center that showed DeBarr’s
KKK involvement.
“The problem before is
that they really didn’t know
much about DeBarr. I started
looking, and there was very
little to be found,” Slemmons
said. “So we had to do it on
our own, from scratch.”
Slemmons described a
huge demonstration on the
South Oval in April of that
year — hundreds of students
gathered, a Confederate
flag was burned and they
marched to DeBarr Hall,
past the president’s office.
Students hung a hood over
DeBarr’s portrait in the
chemistry building.
With a background
in student g overnment
from his previous schoolREMOVING DEBARR ing, Slemmons and other
Twice in the 1980s, stu- Students for a Democratic
dents led efforts to have Society members took the
DeBarr’s name removed issue up through the chanfrom the chemistry build- nels of student government,
ing. The second, in 1988, was eventually making it to the
successful.
Board of Regents.
David Slemmons, a stusee DEBARR page 2
dent leader of the charge

OU students reflect on their uncertain futures
after Trump administration’s decision to end DACA

CARLOS RUBIO

Moved to the U.S. at age 3

“We’re going to fight for
our rights. We’re not just
worth a piece of paper
— we’re more valuable
than that and we have
to show it.“

JANELY FRANCO

Moved to the U.S. at 6
months old

“Family is the most
important thing to me.
That’s a common trend
that you’ll see with
DACA students and
undocumented citizens
too, because such a big
family sacrifice doesn’t
go unnoticed.“

DIANA PRIETO

Moved to the U.S. at age 7
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The 1921 Sooner yearbook dedication to Edwin DeBarr. Its last line reads: “In the classroom,
on the campus, or in his fraternal activities around the state, ‘Daddy DeBarr’ is respected and
esteemed.”

“I wish that (people) knew
that we’re not trying to
steal anything, we’re not
trying to skip to the front
of the line … we’re just
trying to contribute to a
country that we already
feel like is our home.”

C
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arlos Rubio dreams
of one day being an
astronaut.
Diana Prieto wants
to mentor foster children and
juvenile detention youth.
Ruth Cruces hopes to be a pediatric oncologist and surgeon.
But the lofty aspirations of
these three, and the 77 other OU
students like them, may never
become reality because of a
minor detail they share in common: their place of birth.
On Sept. 5, the Trump administration announced its plan
to end the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals program,
or DACA, but with a six-month
delay to allow Congress time to
create a legislative solution. The
program gives those who came
to America as children the ability to obtain work permits, travel
permits and temporary reprieve
from deportation for two-year
periods.
The program will be phased
out so that current recipients
will lose DACA benefits when
their two-year status expires.
While new applications are no
longer being accepted, those
whose DACA status expires between now and March 5 will be
allowed to apply for renewal.
Rubio is a DACA recipient
whose status expires in June
2019. For now, he can finish his
college degree in industrial and
systems engineering, but without a work permit upon graduation, his future is uncertain.
Still, he has no choice but to
keep moving forward.
“I’m just going to keep grinding,” Rubio said. “Right now I’m
just trying to keep my head up,
grades, to be the student I want
to be, continue to stay involved
like I want to be involved and
just focus on these next couple
of years. Who knows what will
happen when I graduate — I’ve
got three good years left at a
good university where there’s
still a lot to do, so I just kind of
have to keep my head up.”
Prieto’s work permit will expire in a year, at which point she
will be unable to work to support
herself.
“If I can’t hold a job, I can’t

pay for my apartment and I can’t
pay for my school, so I would
have to drop out,” Prieto said.
“Basically, I wouldn’t have anything without DACA.”
Prieto first heard the news
while sitting in Cate Center
about to meet friends for lunch.
She cried, overwhelmed by sadness and anger.
“I have two choices: I can either be like, ‘Why am I doing
this, why am I pursuing something I don’t even know if I can
finish?’ and drop out,” Prieto
said. “But then, what’s the purpose of me and others fighting
for this cause if I’m not going
to pursue my degree? So at this
point, it’s uncertain, but I can’t
just quit.”
DACA’s regulations require
that applicants must have immigrated to the United States before turning 16, have no felonies
and no more than three small
misdemeanors and must have at
least a high school diploma (or
equivalent) or currently be in
school, among other guidelines.
Applicants must pay a $495 fee
upon acceptance and with each
renewal, in addition to disclosing their undocumented status
to the government.
The program was created in
2012 by an executive order from
then-President Barack Obama
and has since faced backlash regarding its constitutionality and
whether the executive branch
has the right to make immigration policy, said Nima Zecavati,
OU’s immigration attorney.
The official decision to end
the program came after Trump
received an ultimatum from attorneys general from various
states. They threatened a lawsuit
if he did not end the program by
Sept. 5, Zecavati said.
Even with the looming cancellation, current DACA recipients have a small window of
opportunity to get an extension. Approximately 800,000
people nationwide have DACA
status, and close to 7,000 are in
Oklahoma, Zecavati said.
“It looks like they did put some
thought into it rather than just
terminating the program and
saying everybody with DACA

doesn’t have DACA anymore,”
Zecavati said. “It does put a little pressure on Congress to find
a fix — and quickly.”
Zecavati said there have been
multiple bills brought up in
Congress to address underaged,
undocumented immigrants, but
they were never passed.
Many of those who receive opportunities through DACA, like
Cruces, didn’t know they were
undocumented until they were
teenagers.
“I didn’t find out I was undocumented until I was a junior in
high school. I was applying for
scholarship, and that’s when I
found out,” Cruces said. “And
so that was this moment where
everything flipped, and that’s
when I started to realize more
about the things that could happen. Like what if I get pulled over
and it doesn’t go how it should
go, and I get detained and deported? I mean, what would that
mean for the rest of my family?
For my parents?”
For students like Cruces who
now face potential deportation
when their DAC A status expires, the threat of being sent
to a country that is completely
foreign to them clouds their vision of what America has always
meant to them.
“I grew up singing ‘The Star
Spangled Banner’ and saying
the Pledge of Allegiance. These
things are about freedom and
America and hope,” Cruces said.
“I might have a different birth
country, but it isn’t my home. All
I know is America.”
DACA students have received
support from the OU community
in the past few days. On the day
of the decision, OU President
David Boren issued a statement
addressing OU’s undocumented students, expressing his full
support of DACA students and
acknowledging their leadership
and place on campus.
“In my opinion, it would be
un-American and grossly unfair
to deprive these young people
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THREE

THINGS YOU

SHOULD KNOW

ABOUT

DACA
1. Nationwide,

there are 800,000
DACA recipients —
7,000 in Oklahoma,
80 at OU

2. DACA provides

work permits,
travel permits and
temporary reprieve
from deportation
for those who
came to America
as undocumented
children

3. Applicants

must have no
felonies and no
more than three
misdemeanors,
must pay a fee
and must have at
least a high school
diploma or GED.
For more information and coverage
on DACA, visit
oudaily.com

Joe Buettner

joebuet@ou.edu
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